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Altman delays elections for judicial ·appeal
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER
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•
•

•
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Thursday February 15, 1990

University of Central Florida/Orlando

The student body presidential election has been
delayed for a week by UCF President Steven Altman.
Altman pushed back the elections so disqualified
candidate Don Taylor can appeal a Judicial Council
ruling on his disqualification. The Committee on
Studen tAffairs will meet with Taylor before Monday.
"My judgment is that (Taylor) had not exhausted·
all the appeals available to him," Altman said Tuesday. The elections will be Feb. 26, 27 and 28.
Altman said a memo from Chief Justice Brad
Griffith listing the Judicial Council's reasons for
deciding against him outlined the types of appeals
still available to him, including the Committee on
Student Affairs.
"Taylor had not seen the letter, so I gave him the
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option either to exhaust his appeals or to waive his
right to further appeals and have me make a decision
today," Altman said.
·
Taylor decided to continue appealing the decision.
Altman said campaigning will resume by Monday
after all hearings and subsequent recommendations
have been completed.
Altman said the Committee on Student Affairs has
nine members: three students, three faculty members and three staff members.
He said the committee can only rule on wpether
due process has been followed and cannot overturn

the Judicial Council's decision.
If the Committee on Student Affairs rules against
Taylor, he can still appeal to Altman. If it rules in
Taylor's favor, the case will return to the Judicial
Council.
Taylor had appealed a Feb. 8 decision by the
Judicial Council that he is not eligible to run for
student body president because he does not have a 2. 0
UCF grade point average. Taylor, who got his
bachelor's degree at UWF, is a first-semester student
at UCF.
The council decided that Taylor's disq~lification
by the Dean of Students' office was legal.
At the Judicial Council hearing, Taylor said university regulations do not allow first-term students
to participate in any part of Student Government, insee CAMPAIGN page 4

WUCF to
clean up
late show
by Dave Schlenker .
STAFF REPORTER
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WUCF Station Manager Peter Carroll is trying to get Knight Rock to clean
up its act.
However, he may soon run into opposition from some student clisc jockeys
for the late night, progressive music
program.
Carroll released a memo last week
stating the program must not air
"material which may be an embarrassment to WUCF" or to UCF.
Enclosed in the memo was a list of
nine new guidelines for the show,
dubbed by some station employees as
"Carroll's nine commandments."
They are guidelines, according to
some Knight Rock DJ's, that are too
vague to be enforced and are there only
to censor an art form.
Carroll's new rules for Knight Rock
exclude from the progressive play list
songs glorifying or encouraging suicide, degrading traditional religion,
glorifying drugs or those obsessed with
Satan or Satanic references.
Also on the list: songs that portray
unnatural sex acts, celebrate the "joy of
killing" and degrade women, children
or animals .
"From this point on, hosts who are
responsible for, and are found broadcasting objectionable material will be
· suspended from air work immediately
and indefinitely," Carroll wrote in the
memo that appeared on employee timecards Feb. 7.
Knight Rock airs weekdays from 11
p.m. to 4 a.m. and till 6 a.m. on Fridays.
The guidelines also applied to the
heavy metal show called Midnight
Metal that airs Saturdays from 12 a.m.
to 6 a.m.
Two Knight Rock DJ's, wishing to
remain anonymous, say words in the
memo like "appears" and "seeming"
make the guidelines vague.
One said it will be hard to pinpoint
what is "seemingly offensive or what
appears to be something obscene."
Contacted Monday, Carroll said he
see WUCF page 6
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PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
Leslie Brasseux (teacher) demonstrates a proper dance technique in a Modern Dance class. The group meets in the Black
Box Theatre every Tuesday and Thursday at 1 :15 p.m.

State funds boost UCF's new film program
by Joseph Kaye
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF will start its new film program
in the fall of 1990, with $775,000 in
state funds.
Dr. Charles Harpole was named
program director. Harpole was formerly the chairperson of the department of photography and cinema at
Ohio State University.
The program, while not a part of the
film program already instituted at
Valencia Community College, will
serve as an extension for many students majoring in liberal arts with an
emphasis on cinema.
According to Dr. James Welke,
chairman of the communication de-

partment, the film program should be
in full effect by the fall of 1993.
"UCF is charged with producing
graduates who will work in 'above the
line' positions," Harpole said. 'Above
the line' is a cinematic term used to
describe occupations in the scriptwriting, direction and production
fields. The two year program at Valencia Community College prepares students for 'below the line' jobs, such as
grips, who hold microphones, and technicians.
"Our goal is to train the whole person," Harpole said.
"They will be trained in literature,
ethics and the philosophies. We will
graduate scriptwriters, directors and
producers - individuals ready for the

film industry."
Several major film studios have already taken an interest in the UCFfilm
program. After returning from a meeting with officials from Universal Studios on Feb.12, Harpole said Universal
is anxious to work with students from
UCF. Disney/MGM and Quest Cinema
have also expressed interest in working with the UCF program.' Century III
Teleproductions at Universal Studios
had already pledged support of the
program.
"I wouldn't call the program elite,"
Harpole said, "but it certainly is selective."
With applicants outnumbering the
see FILM page 4
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Senate helps PEC bring Smithereens to UCF

•

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•
'

.

The rock band Smithereens will play in the stu:.
dent center auditorium March 24.
- The decision came from the student senate, which
gave the Popular Entertainment Committee an
additional $6,000 to help cover concert costs.
The PEC currently has $6,750 for a spring concert
in its account. However, the total cost of the concert
is estimated to be $12, 750.

PEC representative Danielle Czajkowski said the
committee has saved money for this concert by hiring
mostly local bands to play at UCF this year.
She said the PEC's other choice for the concert,
Bad English, raised its fee to $8,000, which was more
than the committee can afford.
Czajkowski said the concert will be held in the SCA
because the committee cannot afford to rent a stage
to hold the concert either outside or in the gym. She
said stage rental costs between $4,000 and $6,000.
The senate also passed a bill paying $500 to help

the UCF Alcohol Task Force bringin a speaker for its
March 4 workshop. The bill is virtually identical to a
bill passed by the senate last week. Sen. Lisa Thieler,
who introduced the new bill, said Vice President for
Student Affairs LeVester Tubbs vetoed the first bill
because he objected to the words "Greek Council" in
the first line of the bill.
The new bill has no reference to the Greek Council.
The senate also passed a resolution supporting the
itemizing of the Activities and Service Fee on students' tuition receipts.

Students need lot,
committee says
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The 598-space lot cost
$301,075. It was expected to
be completed by the second
The Parking and Traffic week in February, but conCommittee recommended that struction is behind schedule.
the new parking lot, located The new goal for completion is
west of the education building, the second week in March.
be designated a student lot.
Mike Spinnato of the UCF
According to Ina Carpenter, Physical Plant said there were
manager of the UCF Parking problems getting the base
and Traffic Department, material used to support the
President Steve Altman has parking lot. The material,
the final say.
called pug, is put down before
Carpenter said she hopes the asphalt top.
the new lot will help ease the
"We are working to get the
parking pressure near the lot done as quickly as possible.
CEBA buildings on the other God knows the students need
side of campus.
the parking spaces, n he said .
by Richard Zucaro

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Process to speed up
computer research
by Tim Brown
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Researchers at UCF have
come up with a method that
will allow computer engineers
to do in hours what used to
take months to complete.
Until now, in order to
gather information, people
had to interview experts in a
particular field, then engineers had to enter that information into the computer.
Now, UCFresearchers have
figured out a way to eliminate
the middle man.
Automated Knowledge
Generation allows the computer to get the information
directly from computer-generated drawings and sketches
which already exist.
When the computer comes

across a part it is unfamiliar
with, the computer figures out
the part's purpose by comparing it with its surroundings.
This information is used jn
a process called Expert Systems, which allows a person to
obtain a result by narrowing
the poss:ibilities.
For example, a person
wanting to buy a car could
enter the desired price range,
make, model, color, six, engine
type, etc.
The computer would then
generate a list fiWng the description.
In areas where human error
can be disastrous, Automated
Knowledge could be used to be
sure no error occurs.
Here, Automated Knowledge

em Woody/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

JUST HANGING OUT
Mat1hew Parker Jr., art major, is drawing the reverse angle of a building by hanging upside down.
The tree is located on the lawn next to the library .

see AUTOMATED page 4
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•ARTSHOWS

Painter and sculptor, Kyle
Hendley, is currently showing
"Allin Good Taste" at the UCF
art gallery. The ga1lery is open
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
show will run through tomorrow.
"Expressions" in painting
by P. Bruce Tillery and in
. sculpture by Michelle Tonn
will be presented at the UCF
art gallery next week. A reception will be held at 7 p.m. on
Feb. 21.
•TALENT SHOW

•
•
•

In honor of Black History
Month, the UCF chapter of the
African American Student
Union will host a talent show
Saturday night at 7 p.m. in the
student center auditorium.

health career day on Monday
from noon to 3 p.m. in the student center auditorium. Anyone interested in nursing or
other health fields are welcome to attend.
• SPEED READING

A spring Leisure Course in
speed reading will be offered
on Monday from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. in the student center
auditorium.
The second session will be
on Feb. 27.
Both sessions will be taught
by Dr. Witmer for a $5 fee.
Anyone interested must register at the student .c enter main
desk by Monday.
• DIXON READS

On Tuesday, American fiction writer Stephen Dixon will
be the third speaker in the
•CAREER DAY
The · UCF Student Nurse · World Writers Series sponAssociation will be having a sored by the UCF English

department and The Orlando
Sentinel.
Dixon wiU present readings
from his works at noon in the
Board of Regents Room in the
administration building. His
second appearance will be at
8:15 p.m. in the music rehearsal hall.
Dixon's readings are free
and open to the public. For
more information, contact Dr.
Anna Lillios at 275-2212.
• MANDELA SPEAKS

On Monday, Makazi we
PhumlaMandela will speak on
the Rollins College campus at
8 p.m. in Knowles Memorial
Chapel.
Mandela will keep the engagement despite the fact her
father, Nelson Mandela, was
recently released from prison
in South Africa.
Mandela will speak on "A
Protest Against Apartheid" in

honor of Black History Month.
The appearance is free and
open to the public.
• 'DIVESTNOW'OR LATER

tivity, including the South
African government's decision
in m:id-1986 to crack down on
the flow of information.
Student activists, then,
seem to be the victims of their
own success, the report said.
They have "found it hard to
convince their fellow students
of the need to continue exerting pressure on their boards of
trustees to adopt divestment
measures."

(CPS) The number of campuses that have sold off shares
in firms that do business in
segregationist South Africa
has droppped considerably
since mid-1986, the Investor
Responsibility Research Center (IRRC) reports.
At the height of student
protest of South African apart- • ENROLLMENT UP
Due to record numbers of
heid in 1985, 32 schools either
revised old investment policies community college and partor adopted new ones to divest time students, national college
themselves of shares in com- enrollment has risen again,
panies that had an economic defying predictions of a decline, and has emerged from
interest in South Africa.
Since then, the number of the 1980s-a decade supposed
schools adopting new invest- to see a severe drop in the
ment policies dropped from 29 numbers of college students
in 1986 to four in 1989.
and bring on the closure of
Several factors contributed som~ 200 campuses - higher
to the drop in divestment ac- than ever.
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Prez inauguration in_April
by Richard Zucaro
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

President Steven Altman's inauguration
and the accompanying ev.ents are set for the
week of April 20. Events during the inauguration and Founders' Day, week will inch.I:de a
spe~ker from the Soviet government, a jazz
concert, an alumni ball and a few hours offfrom
classes for students.
Students will be dismissed from classes from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on April 27 to attend the
inauguration events.
Gennadi Gerasimov, a spokesman for both
the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Mikhail Gorbachev will speak at noon on April
20 in the Student Center Auditorium. The
event will be open to the public.
The Founders' Day ceremony will be held at
2:30 p.m. April 26 in the gym with a reception
1

AUTOMATED
FROM PAGE3

which would then check for
problems.
"Now it's still mainly human routine," said Dr. Michael Bass, vice-president for
research.
"You can easily teach ma-

following. The ceremony will honor outstanding studen ts, faculty and staff.
The inauguration will be held at 10 a.m. on
April 27 in the gym. Immediately following
there will be food, entertainment and exhibits
on the Green. The houses on Greek Row will be
open for tours as well.
The inauguration celebration will continue
at 8 p.m. with a black-tie Alumni Ball at the
Stouffer Orlando Resort near International
Drive.
Alsc. at 8 p.m. will be the annual UCF Jazz
Lab Spring Concert at the Rehearsal Hall.
Admission is free to students and $10 for the
general public.
The guest artist at the concert will be worldfamous drummer Louie Bellson.
Other famous artists who have performed in
past Spring Concerts include Clark Terry, Phil
Woods and Blue Lou.

chines to do the same thing, "he technology can also be applied
to the space shuttle, automosaid.
In the case of AviancaFJight biles and power plants.
Automated Knowledge is
52, which crashed last week
and kilJed 73 people, Auto- in its third year of developmated Knowledge could have ment, and has cost around
detected that the jet was out of $450,000.
It is expected to be comfuel.
Dr. Avileno Gonzalez, one of pleted this summer.
the leading experts on Automated Knowledge, says this

GRADUATING SENIORS:
Now it's time for a career.
Prepare to work in law as a

PARALEGAL

at The National Center for Paralegal Traini1:'g

MIAMI - FORT LAUDERDALE
• College degree or employee sponsorship
required
• 4 month day I 8 month evening programs
• Employment assistance
• Faculty of practicing attorneys
• Classes in Miami or Ft. Lauderdale
• Student loans for qualified students

Meet with our representative
Wednesday, February 28, 8:30am-4:30pm
Con tad College Placement Officer for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.

Th;-National Center for Paralegal Training
1460 Brickell Ave., Suite 200, Miami, FL 33131
Name

(305) 377-1460
-------------------------~

Address ~------------------------C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ Zip
Yr.Grad _ _ _ __
College

Phone: (day}
B~ time to all is:

(eve) - - - - - - -

A.M., or

P.M.

CAMPAIGN
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eluding the student senate.
Taylor said because this
rule has been ignored in past
senate elections, enforcing it
now is an unequal application
of law, which is illegal.
UCF General Counsel
Ashmun Brown agreed with
Taylor.
''We have a constitutional
principle: equal application of
the law," Brown said. "As a
general rule, the state does not
have a choice.
"It either enforces the law
with respect to everyone or it
ceases to enforce the law with
respect to everyone, but it is
considered to be a violation of
the [U.S.] Constitution to have
selective enforcement of the
law."
In other election news, on
Feb. 7 the Election Commission denied Chris 111er's appeal of his disqualification by
the Dean of Students office.
11ler, the running mate of
James Hawley, was disqualifiedfornotbeingregistered for
six hours of classes. 11ler is
taking three hours.

•

•

FILM
FROM PAGE 1

number of students to be
admitted by as much as 5 to 1
guidelines for admission wili
be stringent. A p p 1i c an t s
will be required to have a 3.0
grade point average. They will
be required to pass a grammar
exam, and must have completed at least 45 hours of college credit prior to admission.
A written essay and portfolio
of previous work is also highly
recommended. The deadline ·
for applications is March 5.

•
Smith Corona presents three products that can
help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm room. Yet, thanks to
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character
DataDisk capacity, and a crys~l clear display, it
makes it easy to transform B's into N.s.
For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display and approximately ~000 characters of editable memory,

you can ·have the convenience of word processing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter.
Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right'" 300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case, a built-in electronic dictionary, a thesaurus
a calculator, even a collection of challenging
word games.
So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the end of this year,
SMITl-1 ,
don't forget to think
Smith Corona at the
CORON~
. . o f this year. TOMoRRoVv'STECHNOLOGY
begmnmg
AT'VOURTOUCH'"

filllllll!E
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•
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For more information on these produces, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona Canada, 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M lB IY4 .
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POST GAME PARTY
Thursday: February 15th 1990
Multi Purpose Room (UCF GYM)
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Another DJ said although
the guidelines would ban
mariy progressive songs from
the air, he refuses to abide by it
and will not change a thing
about his program.
"If [Carroll] acts on it, he's
going to get a fight," the student DJ said. "He doesn't see
what we are doing as an art
form. I'm here to give an alternative to my listeners."
He added that other DJ's
have adjusted their formats in
accordance with the new
guidelines.
"We feel this is a hatchet

WUCF
FROM PAGE 1

had no comment about the new
guidelines and y.rhy they were
implemented.
Both DJ's said Carroll's new
guidelines are a result of his
dislike and misunderstanding
of progressive music.
"He's trying to define something he knows nothing
about," one DJ said. ''To my
knowledge, we have not had
one single complaint from listeners."

over our heads," he said.
"It's really a shame for students who want to get experience in radio have to put up
with the politics," one DJ said.
Carroll said he has been
instructed by President Steven Altman no~ to say anythingto the media at this time.
The entire memo from Carroll also gave general guidelines for the other programs
aired on the station, but
Knight Rock was the only section that read "From this point
on ... " and gave a numbered,
page-long list of guidelines.

The ability to read is a precious gift.
And the gift is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Voluntee~s of America.
Call 856-4364 for more information.

ITALIAN RISTORANTE
10065 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
Suncrest Village Shopping Center
For ReseNations or Take Out

Call 671-5555
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WE NEVER

COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY, COME IN
AND TRY FOR YOURSELF. PUCCINI'S
WILL MAKE IT
WORTH THE TRIP...

NOW HIRING ·
Waitresses
Waiters
Security
Cashiers
Cooks
Dishwashers
Gift Shop
Hostesses
Guest Service Host

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Join the "Good Time Gang" ·
Apply Church Street Station
37 West Pine Street. Orlando
Mon. thru Fri., 9-5
or
Ring 425-5975

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freslunan or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army

ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

•

Contact Cpt. Juan Soto
275-2430

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

•
'Tis the season to save up to S80
on ArtCarved gold rings. Choose
from a selection of men's
and women's styles that's
both a comfort and a joy.
For end.uring value and quality,
~+ ArtCarved is
hard to
beat. Because each

The HP-141f0usincssC;ilculator

The I IP-425 Rl'N Scientific Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.
F,G'll HEWLETT

University Bookstore
Local ion

Feb. 20th-22nd
Dale

1O:OOAM-3:00PM
Time
Paymcnl Plans Avutlablc
.
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•

$15.00
Dcposil Required
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INTERNATIONAL
Calcula~or & Computer
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SPRING HOURS:
Mon-Thurs:
9am-9pm
Fri: 9am-7pm
Sat: 10am-2pm
Closed Sunday
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Movie & Attraction Tickets
General Cinema

•

The KIOSK will not accept personal
checks--CASH ONLY! I I

Fashion Square
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Lake Howell
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Florida Mall
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SG still singing
same old tune of
double Standards
President Altman has decided to postpone
the student body presidential elections to give
Don Taylor time to appeal his disqualification
and to give the powers that be at SG a chance to
reconsider their decision.
Unfortunately, no matter what decision the
Judicial Council, or any other of the SGentities
make, the events so far in this campaign have
exposed major flaws in the student elections
process that need to be corrected.
The appeals procedure is a prime example.
Throughout SG, absences are excused, hour
requirements are waived, every sort ofleeway is
given ... as long as you or your buddies are already in SG.
But when you are an outsider, they sing a
different tune. "Sorry," they say, ''but we have to
play by the rules."
Christopher Iller, a candidate for vice president, was disqualified by the Elections Commission for taking less than six credit hours. By
these standards, Iller(three credithours)isjust
as qualified as student body President Fred
Schmidt (three credit hours) to hold an elected
office.
But Schmidt was already president when his
appeal was heard, and so lier is gone.
"Sorry, but we have to play by the rules."
First-semester freshmen are regularly allowed to run for the student senate, probably
because there are often more seats available
than candidates.
But Taylor's bid for president ran afoul of the
2.0 minimum GPA rule (or so they say.)
The commission said since he is in his first
semester here, he has not accumulated a GPA
here.
He already has a bachelor's degree and a 3.4
GPA from UWF, but he wasn't one of the "in"
crowd, so out he goes.
"Sorry, but we have to play by the rules."
It's time to change the rules.
First, Taylor (and lier, if he still wants to)
should be allowed to run.
If the Judicial Council won't change its decision, Altman should change it. They had their
chance.
Secon~ the election statutes should be
thrown out and rewritten from the ground up.
There are too many rules that don't solve problems and too many rules that just cause problems.
Change the rules.
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--The U.S. Can not export democracy
With all the talk of supporting fledgling democracies coming from President Bush we must ask ourselves how can U.S. citizens support them, and for
that matter, what is a democracy?
Democracy is not an absolute term. It is a continuum. Democracy is more or less a relative term.
Democracy is a comparative term.
The United States does not possess the only form
of democracy; but it is more democratic than the
Soviet Union. We would certainly like to "export" our
democracy. A noble goal but not very prudent or even
possible.
You see, democracy is something you have to earn.
We forget that in the United States we aren't working for our democracy anymore, hence our myriad
problems. Only those who have truely sacrificed for
democracy can appreciat:e its wonders.
The Chinese students, Nelson Mandela, and the
Rumanians sacrificed terribly for their aspirations of
freedom. As much as I hate to admit it, we can't help
them very much. All we can do is stop supporting
their oppressive dictators.
It's very tempting for a nation to invade a country
and throw out the dictator. As much as I relish the
removal of dictators, unless the people of the nation
care enough to sacrifice, their "imported" democracy

I

rl

wiJl fail.
Latin American dictators have changed faster
than Disney ticket prices. Yet the dictators, left or
right, are still there. Nothing has changedr
These "revolutions" were not of the people, but of
the military. I would argue that no military can ever
establish democracy.
This is why the United States invasion of Panama
runs counter to all the movements towards democratic rule in the world.
rm happy to see Noriega gone, but what replaced
him?
Does Mr. Bush think that becoming democratic is
easy? If it were, then more countries would be democratic. Ifyou want to support democracy, the path is
clear: fight for democracy at home and not in some
foreign land.
The best way for the United States to lead world
democracies is by example.

Trump vs. Trump: the Iguana attacks
First there was the war of the
roses. Then there were all those
religious wars. Then there were
those numbered wars. Then came
the one that the guys on M*A*S*H
were in.
But not since Vietnam has there
been a war that will yield as much
bloodshed and terror as the War of

"Yeah?" he belched. "Well, I'm
Donald Trump."
the Trumps.
Oooo. Looks like this match
Well fight fans, this should be a
might be over folks. WAIT! This is
dandy.
unbelievable. She's getting back
In this corner: Wearing a redon her feet.
polka-dot Liz Clafrbome original
"Peeg!"
with a lovely splash of taupe"I'm Donald Trump. I'm Donald
mauve blend is ... Ivana "I've got
Trump. I'm Donald Trump. I'm
you by the prenuptials" the lguaDonald Trump." In my 12 years of
naTrump.
broadcasting, Howard, I have
\
In the far comer: Wearing his
never seen action like this.
Donald
Trump
ego on his rhinestone-studded
"I'm gooing to geet eet awl.
sleeve, Donald "This is really
There veel be no mooney leeft for
gonna screw-up business" the Chump Trump.
yoor leetle beembo boody," she shot back.
RING!!!
Oh, where's the referee? Looks like she got him
Round one. Both look good. Uh oh, looks like the below the belt on that one.
Chump could be caught with his guard down.
"I'm Donald Trump. I'm Don ... I'm Da Da ..
''Feerst of awl, I ~eesigned Trooomp Toweers," I'm MELTING. AAYYEEEEEeeeee ...."
Ivana the Iguana announced. "Beesides, you foulish
This fight's over folks.
ma,hn, I geet at leest $25 meelioon. You signed the
Join us next time; this rematch should be better
peepers beefore oar veeding."
than the Douglas-Tyson rematch.
Ouch! Acrushingblowforthe Chump. But, what's
And, coming soon to a theater near you: Raging
this? He's back up and coming at her.
Trump.

I
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· This on~'s for you, Tax Commissioner Fred of the IRS
•
•

•

•
•

•

unless it gets hold of our money,
which it needs for popular federal programs such as the
$421,000 fax machine. I am not
1
making this program up. I found
humo~.
out about it from alert readers
1',..--:J
J. •
Trish Baez and Rick Haan, who
faxed me an article by Mark
Income-tax time is here
Thompson of Knight-Ridder
again, and I'm sure that the
Number One question on the
newspapers concerning a U.S.
minds of millions of anx1ous
Air Force contract to buy 173 fax
taxpayers is: Do we have a new
machines from Litton Industries
1nternal Revenue Service
for $73 million, or about
commissioner named "Fred"?
$421,000 per machine. Just the
I am pleased to report tha~
PAPER for this machine costs
yes, we do. In fact, if you look on
$100 a roll.
Page 2 of your IRS Form 1040
Ifyou're wondering how come,
Instruction Booklet Written By
when ordinary civilian fax maNuclear Physicists for Nuclear
chines can be bought for a few
Physicists, you'll find a nice lethundred dollars, the Air Force
ter from Commissioner Fred, in
needs one that costs as much as
which he states, on behalf of all
four suburban hol'hes, then you
the fine men and women and
are a bonehead .
attack dogs down at the IRS:
Clearly, as any taxpayer can
"Let us know if we can do more."
tell you, the Air Force needs a
I know I speak for taxpayers
SPECIAL KIND of fax machine,
everywhere when I say: "NO!
a COMBAT fax machine .
Really, Fred! You've done
The article quotes an Air
enough!" I am thinking of such
Force spokesperson as making
helpful IRS innovations as the
the following statement about it:
Wrong Answer Hotline,
"Youcandragthisthroughthe
wherein, if you're having
mud, drop it off the end of a
troubleunderstandinga section
pickup truck, run it in a rainstorm and operate it at 30 below
of the IRS Secret Tax Code, all
you have to do is call the IRS
zero."
_
Taxpayer Assistance Program,
The spokesperson also said (I
and in a matter of ~econds,
am still not making this up): "I
thanks to computerized elecAAAtJHIV
was looking at a picture of a
tronics, you are placed on hold
'If fi~J
squirrel it produced this mornfor several hours before finally ~------------------------------------' ing, and if you wanted to sit there
being connected to trained IRS. personnel dispensing year everybody connected with the savings and loan long enough you could count the hairs on the squirtax advice that is statistically no more likely to be industry gets a free boat.
rel."
correct than if you asked Buster the Wonder Horse to
Also there are strict new regulations concerning
The questions that probably come to your mind
how taxpayers should cheat.
are:
indicate the answer by stomping in the dirt.
Ha Ha! Speaking as a married person filingjointly,
"If a taxpayer wishes to deduct an imaginary busi1. The Air Force is using a $421,000 fax machine
let me stressthatlamJUSTKIDDINGhere, because ness expense," states the IRS instruction booklet, to send pictures of SQUIRRELS?
I know that the folks at IRS have a terrific sense of "then he or she MUST create a pretend financial
2. Are these ENEMY squirrels?
humor. Down at headquarters they often pass the record by clumsily altering a receipt from an actual
3. Or does the combat fax just start spontaneously
time while waiting for their cattle prods to recharge transaction such as the rental of the videotape 'Big generating animal pictures after you drop it off the
bysendinghilarioustax-relatedjokestoeachotherin Nostril Mamas.'"
end ·of a pickup truck?
triplicate on IRS Humorous Anecdote form 1092-376When preparing your return, you should be sure to
The answers are: None of your business. You're a
SNORT.
avoid common mistakes. The two most common tax- taxpayer, and your business is to send in money, and
IRS HUMOR EXAMPLE A: "A lawyer, a doctor payer mistakes, states the IRS booklet, are (1) "fail- if the Air Force wants a special combat fax machine,
and a priest were marooned on a desert island. So we ure to include a current address," and (2) "failure to be or a whole combat OFFICE with combat staplers and
confiscated their homes."
a large industry that gives humongous contributions combat potted plants and combat Muzak systems
IRS HUMOR EXAMPLE B: "What do you get to key tax-law-writing congresspersons."
capable of playing Barry Manilow at 45 degrees
when you cross Zsa Zsa Gabor with a kangaroo? We
All of us, at one time or another, have been guilty below zero, then it will be your pleasure to pay for
don't know, but let's confiscate its home."
of these mistakes, but I'm sure that this year we'll try them. Because this is America, and we are AmeriWhat a wacky bunch of personnel! But all kidding to cooperate fully with the IRS, because, as citizens, cans, and- call me sentimental, but this is how I feel
aside, it's very important that taxpayers be aware of we feel a strong patriotic duty not to go to jail.
-there is something extremely appealing about the
recent mutations in the tax law. For example, this
Alsoweknowthatourgovernment.cannotserveus concept of Barry Manilow at 45 degrees below zero.
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r
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ATIENTION VETERAN'S: The SVA, Studenc Veteran's Assoc., will be meeting In the
WILD PIZZA ac 5:00pm on Friday the 16th of
February. We are looking forw:ird to seeing
youll ·
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
SUN Meetings at7 not7:30, TGIF.Happy Hour
FRI 4-7, Phone-a-thon SAT,ATOvs. TKE BB
THUR 10:30, 319 Shopping Days till Christmas. Get those grass skirts ready ISLAND
PARTY soon DA

·Jet Ski 550 '89 - trailer, racing accessories, low
hours-$3500 or best o~er. Call 407-273-0486
87 Fender Contemporary Squire Stratred
bodyw/black trim . Peavey bandit75WAmpwf
footsw's. Yamaha Dist. Ped. Seiko guitar
tuner. Cables. All exc. cond . Bargain, all for
$400 275-4 133
Vintage Oday Daysailer $600. Sunfish trailer
$200. AMPRO 15' mast $100. Speedsailboard $300, Jim 277-6543

Responsible Non-Smoker Big bedroom, own
bath, garage, pool, tennis, TV, Full kitchen,
washer, dryer, walk-in closet. Quiet neighborhood 5 miles from UCF $295+1/3 utilities call
365-6358.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON once again the E's
show UCF how to party - even through heavy
downpour! For you that missed it you'll get
your chance on Feb 24 to get down at the
button down Boxer Short Party! This Saturday
is the SAE Sweetheart Dance I Brothers and
Pledges who don't have a date better get on
the ball !!
(Remember those Lil Sisters!!)

Female seeks same to share 2B/2B apartment. Minutes from campus . Pool, jacuzzi,
tennis $272/mo + 1/2 utilities call 678-6235
Roommate needed! 3 bedroom townhome in
Sussex Place. Private room, hot tub, pool WI
0 $205 per mo. 1/3 util. 282-3912

Lambda Chi Alpha
Don't forget the TG IF party ac9pm at the quad.
Saturday 11 am Lambda Cup, out on the football fields. Mom's day(nlght) Saturday night.
Thanks again ZTA's for a rock'n totter ride I

Respons ible MIF to share nice 3bdrm, 2bth
duplex in Oviedo. Microwave, washer/dryer, 1
car garage, fenced yard and jacuzzi. 6mi from
UCF.
$275/month + 1/2 utilities.
Call Jett at 365-2480 Morn/Eves.

Delta Sigma Pi
Upcoming events: Picnic on 02118, Bowl-AThon and the Rose and Thorn on 02/24.
Congratulations to ~A.'s Big Bros. Pledges
your doing great!

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos , furniture, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS
and US customs. Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)
'86 Nissan Pulsar NX, 5spd, AM-FM stereo
cass .. car cover Incl. excellent cond . asking
$4900 080275-4141
1979 El Camino Auto wrrop per 1195 00 Good
Transportation 275-7857 after 5pm
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4 X 4 's seized in
drug raids for under $100.00? Call for facts
today 805-644-9533 Dept. 127

Tau Kappa Epsilon
5th Annual TKE Softball Tournament chis
weekend. After che tourney there's a party at
the house. TKE I basketball tonight at 10:30 in
the gym. Meeting Fri at 7:30 CBll 116.

FOR SALE 1990 Nissan Hardbody 4X4.
$4000 OBO MUST SELLI Bail Bonds Needed I
Call ROB 380-8723
1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.
2 bedroom/ 1 bach duplex
For rent in UCF area $475 per month
407-422-5969.
DUPLEX- UCF area. 2bdr oak floors, French
doors, sky lights, wood decks . $495/mo. No
pees. 1 yr lease 249-1869/2n-664712573461.

JSU/Hillel
Get involved with Jewish Student UniorvHillel.
Programs, mtgs, parties and lots more. MTGS
every other Monday Rm 214 SC for more Info.
Call Adam Smith 381-5712

Large 2bdrt2bth. WashertOryer.
Walking distance to UCF Pets OK.
Cail Adam al 381-5712 $425/month

Racquetball Club
Interested in Racquetball? Join the UCF ·
Racquetball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape, and meet other players. All level
of players welcome. Call 678-1848.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Qbjective: Fundraiser
Q.ommitment Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
~ost Zero investment

Two Hundred Rock, Hard Rock , and Misc.
cassene tapes for sale. $3 to $8 each, Call Bill
282-6740.
Small wood typewriter desk, papazon chair,
love seat. and twin srze boxspnng mattress for
sale. Cail 8111282-6740.

Campus organizallons, dubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-052811 (800)950-8472, EXT. 1O

Simmons SOS 700 5 piece electronic drum
set Includes amp, stands, brain box, and
hlgh·hal cymbal . Fully programmable w/earphone jack for silent play asking $425 call Fntz
a16n-4479

Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or student
organization that would hke to make $500$1,000 for a one-week on-campus marketing
project Must be organized and hardworking.
Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800)592-2121

KENMORE REFRIGERATOR 2.5 cubic ft
Excellent cond . Great for dorm or otfice. $75
or best otter 366-3615

TRADITIONAL MARTIAL ARTS CLUB Open to all styles, exp. levels, & Is coedll
Meeting to schedule dass times on M-Feb 19
& T-Feb 20 9pm CEBA 1- 286 or call Kiran at
658-1485 for info.

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
posillons. Call 1-805-682· 7555 Ext. S-1153.
(call 7 days a week)
ATTENTION: EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
PAY I Assemble products at home. OetaJls ( 1)
fi02·838·8885 Ext W-5780.

Long-hair Dachshund pupptes A.K.C. $250 8
weeks old 1-24-90. 407-277-9642.

Mary Kay Cosmetics Post-Valentine's Spe-

cial • 40% off with chis ad. Contact Beth at2732913.

NatJonal marketing firm seeks mature studenc
to manage on-campus promotJons for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardwori<ing, and moneymollvated. Call Jeanine or Usa at (800) 5922121.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOMEI $32,000fyear income potenbal. Details (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T 5780.

ATIENTION : EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year income potential. Details. (1 )602-838-8885 Ext. BK 5780

Spend the summer in the Adirondacks : Camp
Counselors and Skill development specialists
needed for positions In an exclusive sports
development camp in Upstate NY (late JuneMid Aug.). Male &females needed in a variety
of areas (incl. Swim, Ski, Sail, Tennis, Soccer
and others). Call 273-0526 for Info. and application.

ATIENTION-HIRING I Government Jobs-your
area. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885
EXT R18189

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

*

*

Fast Professional Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

LOSS CONTROL TRAINEE
Crum & Forster Commercial Insurance, a
Xerox Financial Organization, will be recruiting on campus Wednesday March 7 for a
trainee position for our Maitl~nd office. We
seek graduates who have tal<en courses in
occupational health/safety, industrial/engineering technology, fire prevention, safety
engineering and industrial hygiene. Our program begins with approximately 12 months of
intensive, on the job training under supervision of skilled Loss Control professionals. For
consideration please sign up at the Student
Placement Center or send your resume in
confidence to:

• "'

KCO Inc WP & OP $1 .25/2.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, \!
2431 Aloma #211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
EXCELLENT WORDPROCESSING 8597168

Carolyn Clements
Crum & Forster Commercial Ins.
P.O. Box 945075
Maitland, Florida 32794-5075
EOE - MfF

Tutor in BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, ADA,
Assembler, Wordstar, DOS, UNIX, data
bases, comp. graphics, and more. Call 2n8980.

CLAIMS TRAINEE May, 1990 Graduates
Crum & Forster Commercial Insurance, a
Xerox Financial Organization will be recruiting
on Campus, Wednesday, March 7th for a
trainee position for our Maitland Office. To
enter chis interesting and challenging field,
you need an abihcy to deal with people of
varying backgrounds and education. Our
claims program begins with approximately 12
months of intensive, on-the-job training under
the supervision of skilled claims professionals. Sign up ar the Student Placement Center
or send your resume in confidence to:

Ski Condo Steamboat Springs, CO
Spring break week, 2br, 2ba, sleeps 8 $12251
week if 8 people $155 ea 862-7607.

Carolyn Clements
Crum & Forster Commeroai Insurance
P.O. Box 945-75
Mairland, Florida 32794-5075
EOE - MIF
Male seeks Female companion (Date?) to the
RUSH concert Fri. Feb. 23rd. Call Tony 679-

Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred

•

6835

Earn up to $100 + per sh ift. Professional
training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Daysi
Nights. FulVPart time. Church Street Station
and other exclusive locations. Shoeshine
Company of America since 1978 call Larry or
Sonja 671-1482.

Fireworks Factory Restaurant
Pos1oons Needed.
Busboy, Host/Ho ....esses, Cashiers, Culinary
Excellent Pay
Pleasure Island m Lake Buena Vista's
Disney Shopping Village 934-8989
Apply in Person 2-4pm

Earn 20% on everything you sell I
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You I Call The Centtal Rorida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601

Excellent word processing 366-0538.

Research papers, 18,278 available ! Catalog
2 00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351 -0222, ext
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD
JOHNNY P'S AUTO DETAILING
EXTERIOR AND, OR INTERIOR DETAILING
CALL FOR RATES AND APPOINTMENTS
HERE ON CAMPUS AT 275-4602

Brett,
Take Bunny "the Bimbo• to Heavy Metal tomght in the Wild Pizzaat7 &9. lhearshe'sinto
that kind of stuff.
Barbi

•

Randi Hope Bernstein - No, I didn't forget
you. Happy V-Day and 4 month anniversary. You are a very special person. I Love
You,
Steve

•

Ellen,
"Shop of Horrors" was much better then
"Cats". We ought to see it again. Would
you like to take these skinheads bowling
this weekend?
Scott

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
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J~~~~iTvCENTER

•

12050 E. Colonial Drive (Just East of Alafoya Tr.)
Monday/Wednesday 5:45pm (Aerobic)
Saturday 8:30am (Stretch & Tone)

•

380-6224 or 290-0008
50% OFF first month with this coupon.

..

Not good with any other offer. New students only. Expire> 2/28/90

•
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11 :30-2:30

DINNER
MON.-SAT.
SUNDAY SPECIAL

5:00-8:30

ALL DAY

$4.25
$6.25
$6.25

UJ

•

Pink Floyd The Wall
11:00 P.M.
FINAL WEEKEND

ti STANlEY H. KAPLAN
& Take KaplanOrTakeYourChanccs

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL

•

( 407) 678-8400

*

Classes Forming Now!

•

•

•

•
"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
·1 make almost $10,000 a y ear for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get th is, UPS has s t u dent
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else . I also got my choice of
schedules--morni ng s, or nights. My
work hours fit around my class hours .
Most students work in Operations . But you
might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or Customer Service .
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."
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•
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•
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BLACKWOOD
FROM PAGE 12

played soccer pr ofessionally in
his native land of Scotland.
"If there's a sports personality I look up to, it would be my
dad. He wasn't a real flashy
player. He just got the job
done," Blackwood said.
"I've enjoyed my four years
here at UCF. I came from a ·
very successful basketball
program out ofhigh school and
have had to adjust here at
UCF," Blackwood said. "But I
feel I've learned from that
experience. I feel we can make
a success of the remainder of
my final season here at UCF."

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UP DELIVERS EDUCATION
--· -· _._ ........ . .. ..,,.~ ., ,. ......._._ .... . ... "... ··"""' ........ . . .. ..
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A final note- the UCF
baseball team is receiving
m or e respect these days. Baseball A merica has picked both
UCF and Miami among the
independents to make the regionals t his year.

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career .
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer .
M/F

I 5t< I

*

There is a coverup going on
here. Everybody thinks that
former UCF President.Trevor
Colbourn started the football
program. But being the intrepid reporter that I am, opposing facts have surfaced.
Remember that NASA
documentary series from the
sixties.
You know the one that, in a
effort to prove genies actually
existed, went out of its way to
be truthful.
I was reviewing the documentary in an effort to brush
up on the history of the space
program.
Anyway, there was a scene
showing the astronauts relaxing and Major Anthony Nelson
was watching a college football
game.
The home team was Florida
Tech.
The only Florida Tech in th e
sixties that I kn ow of was Florida Technological University.

''

•

*

*

Speaking of the University
of Florida, here is an interes~
ing thought to consider. Who
will laugh last- Joe Dean or
Don DeVoe? Both were among
the five finalists in last year's
lengthy coaching search. DeVoe withdrew himself from
consideration.
But even though Dean
would have gotten the job
anyway, DeVoe was probably
thankful he was not the favorite when he became the Florida coach. But Florida's program has steadily been going
down. If this year's recruiting
works out, UCF's program will
be on the upswing.

I .\d1111s~111n 111 till' ~ l & 10 P.M . Shows U11ly.
linnJ! This :\ti.

•
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FROM PAGE 12

Now, will he consent to have
,
his
picture taken?
each buffet with valid UCF l.D.
How about former Univer~ QRAND CHINA
, sity of Florida center Dwayne
RESTAURANT
Schintzus for a recruit. After
leaving Florida midway
6856 Aloma Ave., Winter Park
through this season, he must
114 mile East of 436
feel cheated out of his senior
"---------------~------ 1 year. So let him play here. Just
tell everybody that Dwayne,
who I know will pass up the
millions ofdollars he will make
after the NBA draft, is actually
his younger brother Travis. Of
course somebody will have to
figure out what to do with
Travis. I don't claim to have all
\
the answers-just most of
'?. \o1
them.

9:00 and 10:00 P.M.
If you 're not taking Stanley H. Kaplan to prepare for the new LSAT.
you could be wasting time studying for an exam that's already outdated.
That's because unlike most test prep companies, our research
department acts on test changes before others even know they exist. And
with Kaplan, you 11 benefit from our 50 years of experience, small classes
and superior teaching methods.
·
So when it comes to preparing for the new l.SAT. study with the one
test prep company that always does its homework.

l

INNINGS

$1. 00 off

Boston
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Knights al1nihilate
Bethune-Cookman
Team scores 7 first-inning runs, wins 17-0
ers before being relieved by Jon Henry
in.
the fifth inning. Neither Henry nor
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
his replacement, Laurance Heisler,
The Knights shut out the Bethune- gave up hits. They struck out three and
eookman Wildcats 1 7-0 Tuesday at four Wildcats respectively.
Overall, Bergman had no comhome.
The Knights (2-4) put the game out plaints.
"Basically, this was a game that we
of reach early with a seven-run first
inning. UCF finished off the Wildcats needed to play at this time," Bergman
with back-to-back four-run innings in said. "We've lost a few games by a
the sixth and seventh.
couple of runs and by some errors and
"Going into the game at 1-4, this was misplays. This was the type of game
definitely a confidence builder; a game where we could relax and play some
at the right time," UCF Coach Jay pitchers who haven't pitched, and the
Bergman said.
hitters have a chance to swing away
Starting UCF pitcher Todd Affri- and get their confidence."
cano quickly disposed ofBethune's first
With 54 more games to play, the
four hitters. In that inning the Knights Knights are hoping that they can concommitted an error, their only one of tinue playing near this level. Bergman
the game.
is looking to some of the younger playIn the bottom of the first inning, the ers to meet his expectations.
Knights scored their seven runs off six
Bergman added that the Knights
hits. The Wildcats committed two er- were prepared for a big game against Brors in the inning.
ee. They also worked on not leaving
The rest of the game was much of the runners stranded on base, a problem
same with ueF playing strong defense evident this season.
and putting more and more runs on the
At this same point in the season last
scoreboard.
year, the Knights were 1-4 after losing
Freshman center fielder Chad Mat- three games to Miami
to1a1ed the way with threehitsandfour
"We're 2-4 now, and we are on our
runs, while shortstop Steve McCle.llan way back up, and that's got to help us
added two hits, two runs and two RBI of out," Kiser said. "It's going to give all of
his own.
us some more confidence.
Ernest Martinez also contributed to
"We got a chance to get a lot of our
UeF's effort with two runs and two younger players in to the ball game and
hits. He extended his hitting streak to let them hit the ball," Kiser said.
six games.
"We're on a comeback now."
"What today's game did for us as a
The Knights play in the Olive Garteam was give us a little boost," catcher den Classic at Osceola Stadium this
Bobby Kiser said. "It built up some weekend. UeF will face nationallyconfidence to go into a tournament this ranked Illinois and Long Beach State.
weekend against tough teams like IlliWhen Bergman was asked if he was
nois, Houston and Long Beach State." in for a tough weekend having to play
Affricano played so1idly, yielding those two teams, he said: "No, baby,
only two hits and striking out four play- they've got a tough weekend ahead."
by Jeff Barlis

Jorge Alvaru!CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUAE

Starting pitcher Todd Affricano struck out four batters in the Knight's 17-0 victory
over the Bethune-Cookman Wildcats Tuesday afternoon at UCF.

Bob Blackwood
leads by example
"The thing I really like
about Bob is his hustle. He
always works hard," sophoUCF men's basketball more Ken Leeks said.
coach Joe Dean appointed Bob
Blackwood averages 12.1
Blackwood team co-captain points per game and 4. 7 rethis year, but Blackwood sees bounds this year for the
himself as a leader by example Knights. He has grabbed 51 of
rather than appointment.
his 55 rebounds at the defenIt's a role he played begin- sive end of the court, ranking
ning in high school, and he him second on the team.
played that role
"Bob's defenthe same way he
sive boards are
does at UCF.
just an example
"I was a capof his play. He's
tain in basketball
not blessed with
in high school,
great size or
and I wasn't a
jumping ability,
vocal leader, but I
but he makes up
· tried to set an
for that," Dean
example with my
said.
play," Blackwood
Blackwood,
said. "I try to do
six-foot-five and
the same as one
200 pounds, is
of the captains
trying to use his
Bob Blackwood
forUCF."
size to salvage
Blackwood, a
this
season,
product of Prospect High which has been a disappointSchool in Chicago, was named ing one for UeF.
to the all-conference team
"We're going to try to go out
three years in a row in high and win the rest of our games,"
school. He is one of two seniors Blackwood said.
on this years' Running
His work ethic may be
Knights squad, and he has set traced to his father, who
an example for the team with
his desire to win.
see BLACKWOOD page 11
by Glenn Carrasquillo

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Michael Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PUMP IT UP
Chris Steele strains to press 205 pounds on the inclined press. Steele works out five days a week
in the Weight Room at the Dome.

Tales of Superboy, Dean, Dwayne
The UCF basketball program is in the middle of its
most important period in its
history as Joe Dean attempts
to recruit players who can turn
the program around. So let me
try to ease Dean's job with a
few recommendations.
First, how about Superboy?
He knows the game. In one epi-

tional aspects of the school.
You may ask how fair it will be
to let him play with his
extraordinary powers. But
then again, how fair was it to
move the team to Division I
sode, he offieiated the contest. before the school could supSince he already attends this port a Division I team?
school, Dean won't have to sell
him on the merits of the educasee INNINGS page 11
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Marching to the beat
of the same drummer
Conformity is unavoidable - even for the non -conformist

•

•
•
•

•

.

ON-CONFORMISTS, UNI~!

"Conformity.. is that unconscious
force that compels each of us to accept.
patterns of life that our culture sets
forth. It explains why people moving to a
different part of the country will eventually take on the accent of the new area.
It made you wear a tux or a gown to
your prom. It drives corporate climbers
to drive BMWs. It explains why popular
fashions change from year to year. Conformity is a
social phenomenon by which we receive clues as to
what we should wear, what music we should llsten to,
what fads are "in," etc. It gives us the tool by which we
measure our success in "keeping up with the Joneses."
So confonnity is bad, then, right?
Actually, conformity also has its positive aspects. It
brings order to our lives. It sets certain rules of thumb
that are widely held and respected.
For example, if you saw a man dressed all in black
with a Roman collar. you would have reason to believe
that man was a priest. His mode of dress does not
happen to be popular among other types of people.
Also, if humans were not generally conforming, government would not be possible because citizens would
not obey any of the rules they disagree with.
Societies reward conformity. How can a person who
lives by his own rules, renouncing what our culture
accepts as ..normal," expect to be successful in that
culture? When was the last time you saw a 40-year-old
businessman with a mohawk or a politician who was
an occultist?
. And as long as confonnity has been around, so has
the non-conformist, a person who refuses to live by
society's standards.
The funny thing about non-conformists. though, is
that as a group, they seek to separate themselves from
main-stream society, but thP.y tend to do so in ways
that stress their own similarities.
Take, for example, the hippies of the '60s. They left
their families and their traditional way oflife in search
of some new meaning. It became a popular thing to do.
Then they all started wearing tie-dyed, "groovy"
clothes (when they wore clothes) and beads and let
their hair grow long.
They conformed in their non-conformity.
A more recent youth rebellion was the punk move-

ment. It had the same general purpose as the hippie
movement: rejection of what their parents and society expected.
But since the Ue-dye package had already been
used, they decided to put this mysterious stuff in
their hair that made it do crazy things like form cones
and spikes and stripes and big shaved patches.
Whenever you looked at one, you knew he or she
was a .. punk." That was the idea: everywhere they
went they looked di.fferent than everybody else.
Everywhere, that ls, exceptforthoseclubsand urban
areas where they congregated. There they looked like
everyone else.
There are a number of non-conforming groups
allve today. One is represented by fans of certain
bands like the Cure. who prefer to wear predominantly black clothes.

Are you spineless
or free-spirited?
Examine how prone you are
to succumb to the forces
of peer pressure.
Take the conformity quiz
on page 4.

,

Another very different example can be seen in the
various factions of skinheads. Then there are always
the odd leftover .. hippies" or .. punks."
So conformity strikes everywhere, even in those
subcultures that pride themselves in rejecting the
values of the wider society. Why? Because man (and
woman, too) is a "social animal," and it is impossible
to escape the effects of conformity.
That is, unless you happen to be a hermit happily
living a life of total seclusion: in which case, how did
you get this paper?
story: Steven Bywater
art: D. Cunningham
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'Cannons' just !)lows smoke

Week

Aykroyd,
Hackman's
bad acting
makes cop
flick true
waste of a
theater's
film, time

Gene Hackman,
Dan Aykroyd and
Nancy Travis
deliver shabby
performances in
'Loose Cannons.'
Tn·Star

by Edward W. Gantt m

F

OR TiiOSE OF YOU

Loose Cannons

who will not

*

Spock, Scotty, Butch Cassidy and the
Road Runner.
Think about il. Would you want a cop
who thinks he's the Road Runner protecting your neighborhood? res a miracle that this movie ever made it to the
screen.
Hackman plays a veteran cop that
doesn't mind having a 1unatic for a partner.
That's because half of the time,
Haclanan·s character is crazier than

be able to see Loose CanRoted: R
nons at 'Your local theater,
Starring:
Dan Aykroyd,
don't worry. It will more
Gene
Hackman
than likely be on video cassette
Director: Bob Clark
before the start of spring break.
Gene Hackman and Dan
Key; *Awful **Poor ***Fair
Aylrroyd star as partners in this
****Good
*****Excellent
ludicrous cop-buddy movie that
makes about as much sense as a
Saturday morning cartoon.
Aykroyd's.
Loose Cannons is the kind of movie in which the
Hackman's performance is a real disappointment. He
scriptwriters assume that the moviegoers will have isn't nearly as convincing or captivating as he was in
the intelligence quotient of a mushroom.
Mississippi Burning.
Aylrroyd plays a brilliant cop who was beaten up
Aykroyd and Hackman eventually team up with Dom
and left to die by a Colombian drug mob. A ft e r DeLuise, who is the owner of an S&M bar.
that, he supposedly lapsed into having multiple
Their mission is to obtain an old German X-rated
personalities. Among the many ridiculous personalities Aykroyd displays are Captain Kirk. Mr.
see LOOSE CANNONS page 3

Fox releases hotter second album
Griffin's 'Step by Step' mixes 'lost' music forms with today's pop sound
The Charts
Week ending Feb. 16, 1990.

Top Ten Albums
1• Cosmic Thing
B-52's
2. ... But Seriously
Phil Collins
3. Stormfront
Billy Joel
4. Rhythm Nation 1814
Janet Jackson
5. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul
6. Fut/ Moon Fever
Torn Petty
7. G;rt, You Know It's
True
MllllVanllll
8. Pump
Aerosmith
9: Hangln' Tough
New Klds on the Block
1O. Back on the Block
Quincy Jones
01990 Billboard magazine

• Boys In Heat

Artist: Brttny Fox
Producer: Neil Kernon
Label: Columbia

W

13 SONGS ON AN
album, one would
expect to find a
few bad songs, but you
don't.
Britny Fox's Bays In Heat
devotes seven of its cuts
talking about love or lust in
one way or another. Every
song has some catchy lyrics, but the music is what
deserves recognition.
Not one track on side one
lags musically or lyrically.
"Standing in the Shadow"
and "Dream On" feature the
one-two punch for having a
fast-paced love song and an
ITI-1

upbeat ballad that most
albums need for success.
Other above average
songs include "In Motion"
and "Livin' on a Dream."
Side t.wo has high energy
jam tunes as well.
"Plenty of Love" and
"Angel in my Heart" both
put out enough kick to have
their 0wn video. ..Longroad," another upbeat ballad. talks about the band
traveling "the long road" on
tour to play for its fans. The
blend of acoustic and electric guitars meshes without
copying other songs of this
type.
Overall, Boys In Heat
proves to melodically
shadow their debut album,
which featured "Long Way
to Love" and "Girlschool"
that are still the band's
trademark songs,
Lead singer and main
song writer, "Dizzy" Dean
Davidson has improved
since the first album.
However, most of the
songs are short on lyrtcs.
depriving good songs the
chance to be great.
- Richard E. Kannan

• Step by Step
Artist: Clive Griffin
Producer: Richard Niles
Label: Mercury

T

HE

FIRST

THING

THAT

comes to mind when
listening to Clive Griffin is how much he sounds
like his pop music predecessors Rick Astley and Michael McDonald.
Griffin, 25, is a young
British singer-songwriter
with a soulful voice backed
up by a mixture of jazz, soul
and pop music.
Step By Step is an admirable attempt at laying
down a rhythmic dance
t~ack that will appeal to
see GRIFFIN page 4

~P'!llJllVllJll!!al • Col'lRedwillbeshownin
za.-....a.ilillliil the student activities center

at 9 p.m. Admission is free with a student/faculty ID. • The D'Agostlno
Student Saxophone ReciW will be
held at 3 p.m. in the Rehearsal Hall.•
The Jewish Student Union will hold a
Bagel Brunch and Prejudice Seminar
at 11 a.m.

• Cry Freedom, starring
Kevin Kline and Denzel
Washintgo~. will be shown in the stu-

•

dent activities
center at 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m. Admission is free
with a student/
faculty ID •
There will be a
UCF student
recital f ea tu ring students of
Helton, Wolf
and Lesko at
noon in the Rehearsal Hall.
• Feb. 23, Rush arrd their
opening band, Mr. Big, will
perform in the Orlando Arena, at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $18.50 plus service
charge. •Feb. 24, The Cover Girls and
Dino will open for New Kids on the
Block in the Orlando Arena at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $19.50 plus service charge.

•
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LOOSE CANNONS
t

•
•

•

FROM PAGE 2
movie which exposes. a man
running for Chancellor of
Germany as a loyal follower
of Adolph Hitler during
World War II. The connection
with Hitler would kill his
hopes of getting the position
as Chancellor and saving the
entire world.
Ho-hum. I can almost feel
myself falling asleep again. I
think the money wasted on
t.his movie should have been
put to better use. Teaching
eskimos how to tap dance
would have been more con-

•

structive ·than this kindergarten flick.
DeLuise's character was
unnecessary for the movie.
Hackman's character was
unrealistic. Their mission
was completely absurd, and
Aykroyd's character is from
another planet.
Loose Cannons was a ridiculous waste of time and
I'm very surprised that. Hackman and Aykroyd accepted
these roles. (They must have
needed the money).
Elmer Fudd and Bugs
Bunny were a more interesting team than these two. I
simply was not entertained.

Conformity Quiz
)

•

..
•

Determine your degree of conformity with this quiz.
see r(j)loted story on page 7.

1) Do you usually dress like
your friends?
.
2) Are most of your friends
of the same ethnic, economic and social background?
3) Have you ever not dated
someone you wonted to
date because your friends
would not have approved?
4) Do you agree with your
friends on most political issues?
5) Do you consult with your
friends before you change
your hair or clothing style?

6) Do you and your friends

listen to most of the same
music?
7) Have you ever been
talked into doing something you really didn't
wantto do byyourfriends?
8) Do you look down on
others who are not like
you?
9) Do most of your friends
belong to the same clubs
and/or fraternity /sorority
as you?
10) Is there any group that
you do not belong to that
you look up to?

Grading scale: one point for every yes answer .
8- l O - Get a spine of your own. 3-4- This Is a heolfhy way to be.
quick!
1-2- A tree-spirited individual.
5-7 Don't worry. you're a
O - You've reached nirvana.
conformist just like everybody although people think you're a blt
else (or ls that redundant?}.
btzarre. rlghn
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Gibson writes a gripping tal~
of realistic, frightening future
In cyb.e rspace, corporations, computers collide to create universe
• Mona Lisa Overdrive

Author: William Gibson
Publisher: Bantam Books
Price: $4. 95 (paperback)
OU

FIT TI-IE

ELASTIC

rode set. to your
ead and take a deep
breath .
Your fingers dance habitually over the touch-sensitive pads of the Ono-Sendai
on your lap.
Your right index finger
purposefully taps the power
stud.
The world glitches as you
~ack in' to the geometric landscape of color
and form known as the Matrix.
'Jacking in' is a common occurrence in the
world of William Gibson's new novel.Mona
Lisa Overdrive. It involves state-of-the art
computer technology to link the human
mind with the mysterious data continuum
Matrix, or Cyberspace.
William Gibson created the world of Mona
Lisa Overdrive in 1985 with his Hugo. Nebula and Philip K. Dick award-winning novel
Neuromancer. He followed this with a sequel,
Count .zero.

With style and skill that have matured
and improved with each novel, Gibson has
opened a window to a future that is as full of
marvels as it is horrors. He develops an
America where the eastern seaboard Is one
city (or Sprawl) from New York to Miami,
drugs are an acceptable behavior as well as
a corporate business, society has separated
into those that have and those that don't and

the world's corporations are
owned by the Japanese.
The entire world is run by
corporations. Not once in .
Mona Lisa does Gibson make
reference to government.
. Without government there
are no wars, which might
hurt business.
What happens to the
peopJe in this world, where
information is the most precious commodity and data is
accessed by hard copy printout or cyberspace decks
which jack' your brain into
the system?
They struggle. They work from day to day
to merely exist.
Which brings us to Mona.
Mona is a poor girl who hooks up with a big
guy with bigger dreams. Mona, due to her
subtle resemblence to a celebrity, has the
chance to become a Sense-Net star. The
Sense-Net, a modern version of the 'Feelies'
created by Aldous Huxley in his Brave New
WorLd. allows an individual to see, feel. taste
and experience recorded films within their
own mind. Unlmown to Mona, her opportunity is actually much less than it appears.
She is a pawn in a game played by world powers, including the Japanese Mafia.
Mona U.sa Overdrive is Gibson's best,
most complex work to date.· He masterfully
weaves a story about technology and how it
can shape humanity. Mona Lisa Overdrive is
an ominous speculation on man's future.
- Everett H. Wells ill

IIK<I>
Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.

'B an/"/lr;;·n;;z _~
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rycourteous service to UCF students

9442 E. COLONIAL. 282-5100

I

Pi Kappa. Phi. is a nationally
'

organized fraternity which
plan_s to be a part of the Greek
Life at the Univ.e rsity of Central
Florida. Join us for our first rush
function. Tuesday, February

20th, 9:QOPM in the.Education
Building, Rm 125.

For Information, ·call
(407) 275-8404
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GRIFFIN
FROMPAGE2
teen-agers and possibly their
parents as well.
Some of you have already
stopped reading.
• Over 5,000 Sq. Ft. Fully
Clive who? Isn't he the guy
Equipped Beautiful Martial
who
directs those horror
Art Center
movies?
• Universal Weight Machines
Nope. sony. That's Clive
• Olympic Set Free Weights
Barker. But don't worry, I
made the same mistake.
Although I really didn't
expect too much out of the
album, I was pleasantly
surprised. Step By Step will
provide its listeners with a
fun and danceable pop music sound.
Each song contains lyrics
of heartbreak and being in
love. So if you want to hear
A.CT NOWJ ~LASS Sl.ZE LIMITED!
music with some serious
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J social and political messages, this iSn't the album for
you. However. if you want
party music. then Step By

Step will provide you with the
right atmosphere.
Without a doubt. the best
·song on the album is the
slow-dance song, "By Heart ...
a heartbreaking song about a
failed relationship. It's
slightly reminiscent of
George Michael's "Careless
Whisper...
There are plenty of nice
dance tunes on Step By Step
that are accompanied by a
jazz beat. "Love Street" and
"The Way We Touch" are two
of them.
Each tune seems to be a
celebration and tribute to
different types of music that
are somewhat forgotten,
such as jazz. soul and the
blues. It was especially
pleasing to hear these styles
of music being combined
with today's pop music
sound.
Griffin shows strong potential, but can this Rick

Astley look and sound-alike,
really hit the top of the
charts?
It's certainly possible.
However, a video with Madonna or Michael Jackson •
wouldn't hurt.
Griffin is backed up on the
album by some of America's
most talented studio players.
Nathan East. bass player
with Eric Clapton's road
band. and J arnes Ingram. •
who provides silky smooth
background vocals on the
album, both team up to provide some solid sqpport for
Griffin.
Grtfiin worked as a boy
soprano in commercials and •
later as a London session
singer, but he has waited a
long time to record his own
album.
It won't save the world. but
it is fun to listen to.
- Edward Gantt m

BlKEW/SER Full Sales
G~rs· And Service
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Cyc es

We repair all
makes and
models.

Located in the
University Shoppes
(near UC6)
281-6488
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